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1. DETAILED EX/IMIN/LTION ШЬ ANALYSIS OF THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL'S PROPOSED PROGRAMME 
AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1956: Item 5 of the Agenda (Resolutions WHA7.37 and 
E B b ^ I ^ i Official Records No» 58; Document EB15/AF/WP/1

1

) (continued) 

Advisory Services (Official Records No. 58, p.35) (continued) 

5o2 Organization of Public-Health Services (ccaitlnued) 

Dr, MACKENZIE suggested that consideration of the first paragraph on page 36 

(appointment of a dental-Jiealth officer) and the paragraphs relating to nutrition 

should be deferred until the Board had examined them. The former had been agreed 

in principle at the thirteenth session of the Board and approved Ъу the World 

Health Assembly
c
 The Director-General would presumably wish to submit his pro-

posal to the Board before it was discussed by the Standing Coranittee, 

Decision: Dr» Mackenzie's suggestion was adopted. (See minutes of 
thirteenth and seventeenth meetings of the Executive Board, sections 
1 and 3 respectively, and minutes of the Committee's sixteenth meeting, 
section 1,) 

5a3 Environmental Sanitation 

Dr. van Zile HYDE, Chairman of the Executive Board, asked for further infor-

mation about the proposed study group for the collation of information on the 

relationship of housing to health. 

Dr。 SUTTER, Assistant Director-General, Department of Advisory Services, said 

that the problem of adequate housing was an urgent one in almost all regions of the 

vrarldj) and ¥K0 was continually being asked for guidance and infomation on the 

relationship of housing to health. However, there was no single readily available 

source from Tiràiich such information could be obtained, and it was therefore proposed 

1

 The tables in this working paper are reproduced as Appendix 3 to Off,Rec. Wld 
Hlth Org, 61 —————— 
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that a study group of eight experts from various geographical areas should collate 

the results of current studies, stimulate research, and furnish the Director-

General with technical guidance• 

Dr# van Zila HYDE asked what the difference was between a study group and 

an expert committee. 

Dr. SUTTER said that the difference was mainly procedural» The purpose of 

both was to provide "Ш0 with expert advice, but the raachinery for using expert 

committees w^s more formal and somewhat more complica ted» The experts had to be 

drawn from a panel, and if their reports contained recommendations those had to 

be examined by the Executive Board» Study groups were a useful medium for explor-

atory discussion and preliminary work before the more formal treatment of a subject 

by an expert committee• 

Dr с van Zile HYDE pointed out that the use of expert committees had been care-

fully thought out and planned some years ago* A tendency appeared to have developed 

now to avoid using that machinery and he believed that the moment had come to consider 

•whether the machinery required modification or "whether it should be used more exactly 

as it had been planned» He -was aware that it was necessary sometimes to assemble 

a group of experts quickly (as had been the case recently in connexion with the 

peaceful uses of atomic energy)
 #
 Nevertheless he would point out that in the past the 

first few meetings of expert committees had been largely exploratory» 

îhe DIRECTOR-OTERAL said that Dr. Hyde had raised a very inportant points 

These consultative groups had been used to advise the Director-General on programme 

problems# Such informal discussions with a few consultants were not quite the same 

as the formal proceedings of an expert committee• 
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Dr. van Zile HIDE recognized the need, for such inforiaal meetings, but suggested 

that the Director-General might submit a proposal to the Board defining that need 

and indicating the general rules for convening and conducting such meetings« 

Mr* BOUCHER, alternate to Dr« Mackenzie, asked whether housing was an appro-

jrlato item for T/rtiich to allocate funds at the present stage* The in^ortant 

relationship between housing and health "was obvious to everyone, but it was a vast 

and conç)licated subject and as a layman he wondered whether any usefül purpose would 

be served by WHO
f

s devoting a relatively small sum to studying it. 

Mr« STONE j advisor to Dr. Moore, associated himself with Mr« Boucher
r

 s remarks. 

Dr* MACKENZIE, illustrating the complexity of the question of housing In 

relation to health, recalled that before the War two medical officers in the Health 

.Section of the League of Nations had spent no less than five years collecting 

material• He -wondered what serious contribution to the study of the problem could 

be achieved by the expenditure of |4^800t 

Dr. SUTTER said that the Secretariat was aware of the scale of the problem and 

its difficulty• Nevertheless, the First World Health Assembly had agreed to 

continue collaborating with various organs of tho United Nations on questions relat-

ing to the hygiene of housing (Official Records No. 13, P.321) and the Executive 

Board had authorized the establishment of a small panel of expert correspondents in 

the hygiene of housing (Official Records No. 14, pt20)» 

Dr# MACKENZIE pointed out that the Executive Board
1

s resolution had authorized 

the establishment of a panel of experts to "give advice on 1Ш0 participation in the 

United Nations programme on housing and town and country planning
1

' which ivas not 
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quite the same as the proposal to convene a stuc^y group to collate the results of 

current studies on the relationship of housing to health，and to provide technical 

guidance to the Organization. 

He reiterated his fear that it would be damaging to the Organization if it were 

known that it was devoting an insignificant sum to so important a problem. He 

therefore felt that，unless an effective appropriation could be made, the item 

should be deleted from the budget. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERikL stated that WHO had never been in a position to respond to 

the frequent requests for assistance on health problems in relation to housing made 

by regional economic commissions of the United Nations such as ЕСАБЕ. He was well 

aware that the whole problem could not be solved by the e^enditure of 

nevertheless^ a start could be made on assembling information* Dr. Mackenzie <s 

statement about the inadequacy of the appropriation would be equally valid for other 

items, but it should be remembered that the expenditure of small sums sometimes 

produced significant results, and achievements in various projects should not be 

assessed solely in terms of the money budgeted. 

Professor FERREIRA agreed with the Dire с to r-Gene ral • The figures for study-

groups given on page Д7 showed that the Organization
1

 s efforts to carry out its tasks 

under the Constitution were in their preliminary stages。 The Organization was a new 

one and "with its present resources it could not do more. But with regard to housing 

it was necessaiy at least to be in a position to collect information on what was being 

done throughout the world, and particularly in tropical countries, so that "WHO would 

not have to refuse requests for such information. 
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Ш, BOUCHER said that despite the preceding remarks his doubts about the item 
•- '

v
 '； . . ....

 s
. . • , . ,

 !
 . • * '*•• ' •‘ ...: 

uoder .discusâion persisted. He appreciated the force of the argument that WHO must 

be in a position to give advice
 y
 but surely it had on its staff both at headquarters 

• • ‘ * • ‘ • 

and in the.regional offices public-health officers of a hi由 quality who should, 
• * - « , • • • . . . . . 

from their professional experience, be able to tender advice on housing* If infoî iua 

tion on recogiized housing standards was required it could be obtained by córres-

pondence^ 

. . . . . . . . • ， ' . . 

He still remained to be caivinced of the need for a study group on the sub je б t 
and was unable to see irtiat it could achieve. The dissipation of resources over a 

. ' 4 

number of such small enterprises might add up to a very considerable sum. 

,• • ‘ 

Decisions The proposal to recommend the deletion of the item relating to 
a study group on housing was adopted by 4 votes to 3® 

• . ' • * 

• • • • “ . 

Hie CHAIRMAN referring to sub-paragraph (d) tmdêr Consultants ori page 37j 
• * 

concerning the' proposal to appoint a cOTisnltant to assist in the preparation of guides 

and manuals on food-handling sanitation adapted particularly to conditions in under-

developed countries, said that the subject was a circumscribed one and had been well 

studied In most countries. Popular and technical mammlê on the subject were ,....• • 
• ‘ ' * • 

ntunerous and it "would be a sinple matter to assemble the available material and to 

:
• , » • « 

devise a general manual for. use in under-developed coxintriest He doubted, therefore, 

•whether a consultant was in fact needed• • 

Dr
f
 MACKENZIE endorsed the Chairman^s remarks and considered that the .item 

might be omitted from the budget*. 
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Dr» BAITY，Director, Division of Environmental Sanitation^ said that during his 

three-years
1

 service with TfflO he had ccncluded that work on environmental sanitation 

in underedeveloped countries required first and foremost the application of existing 

knowledge• At the present moment science far outran application* îâich could be 

accoraplished by issuing a serie s of simple manuals dealing in a practical way with • * 

such problems as food-handling sanitation
f
 It was therefore planned that the 

Expert Committee on Environmental Sanitation should in 1955 devote itself to that 

problem and that a manual should be prepared in 1956 on the basis of its recommenda-

tions_ The services of a consultant with specialized knqwledge would
д
 therefore, 

be requirecU 
• j 

The CHAIRMAN said that he had not expressed doubts about the value of such work 

but only about the proposed method* He believed that enough material alreacfy existed 

and could be easily adapted to the needs of individual countries by the departments 

dealing with health education. 

Dr, BâITÏ pointed out that the administrative machinery for ensuring the obser-. 

van» of elementary rules in the handling of food was frequently defective, Шпу 

c o m trie s confined themselves to laboratory examination and practical control waa 

quite ineffective. It was necessary, therefore, to induce public-health authorities 

to take action» Thô whole problem involved numerous other aspects over and. above 

the purely educational one. 

Dr. MACKENZIE said that he was not clear about the purpose of the manuals. At 

first it seeraed they were to be designed for under-developed countries then it had 
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been argued that they were needed by food inspectors. He still remained to be 

convincèd of the need to appoint a consultant whan it was only a question of collating 

existing material. 

Dr. BAITT pointed out the need for doing something in countries where food 

hygiene ?ras unknown. The manuals mtiet nbt only contain elementary biological facts 

but must also indicate the kind of administrative measures necessary to ensure food 

sanitation under primitive conditions» 

M 

Dr» BOIDE said that if the problem "was mainly an administrative one the most 

effective and simple way of tackling it would be to ask regional offices to prepare 

directives for each country in their region. 

Dacisiont It -was agreed, by 5 votes to 1, with 1 abstention> to recommend 
the deletion of the provision for a consultant to assist with the preparation 
of manuals on food-handling sanitation and the adoption of the procedure 
advocated by Dr, Boidé« 

Mr» STONE,referring to the proposal to convene a study group to report on all 

aspects of the toxicity to man of pesticides, asked whether information on the subject 

was available throu^i natic»ial governmental or private research establishment s ̂  
* • 

and if so^ Aether there was any need for KfflO to carry out such studies» 

Professor FERREIRA said that the Division of Environmental Sanitation 

(consisting of the seven staff members listed on page 44, who were to be increased 

to 10 in 1956) had a vast range of responsibilities。 A little over $77,000 had been 

allotted for its vrork, the inç or tance of which, particularly to under-developed 

countries, had been emphasized by the World Health Assembly and the Board. It had 

already been decided to recoinmend a cut in the funds for work on environmental sanita-

tion, an? he appealed to members of the Coinmittee not to pare down the programme fur the 
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Dr. BOIDE considered that it would be regrettable if WHO were not to concern 

itself with the very topical problem of pesticides. Its repercussibns on public 

health were such that a study must be undertaken, perhaps in conjunction with FAO. 

He would therefore support the view of Professor Ferreira, whose apprehensions might 
, , . . , . » 

perhaps be somewhat allayed if he were to refer to the financial provision of 
一 .. ：• • • • . • t . . . . . ' . : 

$4,200 for the study on the toxicity of pesticides indicated on page 47• 
.- ‘ , •‘ 

. . . • . ‘ . . . . . - . . . - '.； 

Dr. MACKENZIE wondered whether it might hot be premature to set up a study group 

on the subject within an international organization in view of the intensive and 

still very incomplete research being conducted in various countries. It was 

generally agreed that such research was better done at the national level、. 
• » . 

Dr. SUTTER said that, following a resolution adopted by the Fourth World Health 

Assembly (WHM#31)' an expert report on the toxic hazards of certain pesticides to man 

had been prepared and had been published in the Monograph Series (No
e
 lb)„ That study 

had met an urgent need and had revealed that health problems associated with the 
• • • “ », • • 

manufacture and use of pesticides required further research. The rapid development 
t 

and increased use of those new products
д
 and more particularly of organic phosphorous 

• • . . • •, • • • .• • • 
» . - ‘ • 

compoiinds, would require continuous study. Both the Food and Agriculture Organization 

and the International Labour Organisation lad been invited to collaborate in the work 

of -the proposed study group, which would take at least a year to complete. . 

• f» . '. • • • Professor FERREIRA asked whether Dr. Mackenzie had in effect proposed that 
二.，.. ‘ 

action on the matter be deferred and the appropriation not recommended. 

Dr. Щ1Щ wished, to know váiether it was Dr. Mackenzie ‘s intention： that the 

appropriation be transferred to the budget for the following year. 
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The СИМШШ understood Dr, Mackenzie to haye suggested-that the"Corari3?fcïee 
, . . ‘ ； . ... ： 

recommend the deletion of the item from the 1956 budget • 

• » • • • • » .. * » ' 

Dr» ANWAR said that he was in favour of continuing the work on the toxicity 

of pesticides since it had already been begun. • 

”.！ The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, after drawing the attention, of the Committee to the 

prbvisioris o£ resolutions "WEMf31； EB8.R52 and EB11.R21, endorsed Dr. Anwar's 
• t “ 

remarks.； He believed that developments in pesticides during recent years justified 
, • - • . 

the calling of a study group in 1956 to bring existing knowledge up to date and to 

provide an opportimity for the exchange of information • 

Dr. MACKENZIE said that if the Director-rQenaral considered that useful informa-

tion could be assembled by 1956 he would withdraw his. objection to 'the item
# 

Dr, BOIDE believed that the proposal for an Expert Committee on Milk hygiene 

presented a close analogy with the item on food-handling sanitation pn which—the —… 

Cormnittee had taken a. áecisíon earlier» The existing posit ion in respect of milk 

hygiene called for essentially practical measures to apply knowledge already avail-
• î . . i 

able and he could not see that there was any need to make special provision for an 

expert committee on the subject 

Dr.: MACKENZIE supported the remarks niade by the ..previous speaker• 
• ' .... • • . • . . • ' • . . . . . ‘ 

The DIRECTOR-GEIIERAL said that it was imfortpnately an incorrect assumption that 

adequate knowledge on a question sucb as milk hygiene was in fact available in all 

regions : the existence of such knowledge could not be taken for granted in all 

cases One of the Organization
?

 s most important functions was to promote the free 



flow of technical information. Since elementary milk hygiene was not always ensured 

even in highly developed countries, it was all the more essential that undeivdeveloped 

countries should be given every assistance in that field, 

. . . . i ' • "!r 

Dr# AL-ÏJAHBI explained that he had voted in favour of deletion of the provision 

for a consultant to assist with the preparation of manuals on food-handling sanita-. 

tLanon the Understanding that the regional committees would be requested to include 

such work in their activities• Did he understand that the necessary funds. for 

work of that type would be transferred to the budgets for the regions? In passing, 

he would emphasize the view that the regional offices were particularly well suited 

to undertake that task since methods of food-handling sanitation m>uld naturally 

vary with the differences in the staple foods of the various countries. 
* . ' i ‘ ‘“ ‘ 

He believed, however, that those members irtio were in favour of deleting the 

provision for an Expert Committee on Milk Hygiene would readily agree that the matter 

was of great lnç>ortance in principle since it was inperative in many countries to lay-

stress on the interest shown by 1SH0 in that particular subject» The advantage of 

the savings which would result ffom deleting the item would be more than offset by 

the failure tô provide a stimulus to national public-health services in respect of 

the need for milk hygiene • 

Dr. MCKENZIE withdrew his support of the proposal to delete provision
4

for an 

Expert Committee on Milk Hygiene in view of the previous speaker
1

 s reference to the 
• • • • • • •• .... • 

inç)prtance of maintaining that item. 

He wished to гаакв it clèlbr that, on the previous item under discussion, he, 

had been opposed to the appropriation of funds for the appointment of a hi^i — grade 
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consultant since that had appeared unnecessary in the circumstances. To set aside 

the funds for such work by the regions would be an entirely separate question to 

be decided by the Committee# 

Dr. B03DÉ said he would not press his proposal In view of Dr. Al-Wahbi
1

 s 

statement» 

5.4 Education and Training Services 

Dr. AîffiAR, speaking on the general question of education, nvclcoœd the 

reference made in the Director General's Introduction to the proposed programme and 

budget estimates to the preliminary survey of medical education requirements in 

South-East Asia which had been developed during 1954. He commended the Headquarters 

staff on having issued that study which he was sure would be of great value in the 

establishing and reviewing of medical education programiuea. 

Professor FERREIRA called attention to the unfortunate situation existing in 

respect of the teaching of preventive medicine in a great many medical schools 

where the number of subjects in the curriculum, particularly tOTirards the end of the 

course, meant that not enou^i time was set aside for the highly important subject of 

preventive medicine• Ihe position was the more paradoxical since the great inport-

ance of social medicine was coining- to be appreciated to an ever increasing extent. 

Accordingly, he expressed his support of the proposal to appoint a consultant to 

s t u ^ the effect of teaching programmes in preventive medicine on medical practice 

and social conditions. 
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Dr. van Zile HYDE, referring to the proposal to continue the grant to the 

Council for biternational Organizations of Ifedical Sciences, pointed to the need for 

having available details of both the Council's current financial position and 

its long-term expectations. He recalled that the initial support granted to the 

body had been given on the understanding that it would eventually become financially 

independent. 

Dr, DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, explaimd that inf or nation of that type 

had jvist been received from the Council for International Organizations of î&dical 

Sciences and that the question of the co-operation between WIO and that body could 

be included in the supplementary a ^ n d a of the forthcoming session of the Executive 

Board if the Chairman of the Board agreed. He suggested accordingly that discussion 
ч 

of the financial considerations involved mi^it be postponed until the Board had 

discussed the substance of the matter. 

" Dr# van Zile HYDE believed that procedure would be acceptable. 

5»5 Reports and Analysis 

Dr. BOIDÉ said he would welcome further information on the situation in respect 

of evaluating projects; he wondered whether the financing of such work could not 

be undertaken jointly by YiHO and the Technical Assistance programme. 

The DEPUTÏ DIRECTOR — OTERAL noted that the question of programme evaluation and 

analysis was part of the general question of organizational studies "which had been a 

subject for special study by the Executive Board and which appeared as item 8.13 of 
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the agenda of its fifteenth session, ？fflO had participated actively in the work 

undertaken by the Technical Assistance .joard in evaluating prograciinee, to which 
. ‘‘ 

协e previous speaker had referred. Technical Assistance would be discussed as a 

whole in the Executive Board unless Dr. Boidé wished.to raise any specific budgetary-

point at the present stage. 

Dr. B01DÉ was satisfied with that "^rangement. _ 
• • ... • . • • 

5,6 Supply 

Dr. vap Zile HYDE believed it would be desirable for further information to be 

given in respect of the service charge made on purchase orders when supplies were 

purchased for governments^ It would in his view be proper for the Standing Committee 

at a later session to examine more fully whether the policy adopted by the Or^nization 

in that respect was a sound one and whether the figure of 3 per cent* constituted 

. - * ‘ 
an accurate service chargée 

Mr. S 3 E Œ L , Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and Finance^ 

explained that revenue from the 3 per cent, service charge on governmental purchase 

orders was taken into casual income • He called attention to the fact that the tviro 

posts provided for to take care of supply services to governments (Official Records 

No« 58, P.46) would only be filled vrhen there was sufficient work to warrant it; 

this had not been the case for the past year» 

He recalled that the Executive Board had taken a policy decision that services 

of that type should be rendered on the request of governments at a 3 per cent» service 

charge and had approved the filling of those posts once there was sufficient work 
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to warrant it. If the Committee so desired, his depar-taient would prepare a working 

paper giving the relevant factual data. 

The CHAIRMAN believed that, in the absence of any specific request to that 

end, there would be no need for such a paper• 

Expert Conmiittees and Conferences (Official Records No,.58, p«49) 

Ihe DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERâL called attention to the fact that, in order to 

facilitate the presentation of the budget, the Committee on International Quarantine 

had been included under the title of Expert Committees althougji it clearly had a 

special status. 

Dr. van Zile HIDE wished to call the Committee's attention to the study groups 

listed under 5。9 Advisory Services * Other Costs (Official Records No» 58, p.47). 

Since in his view there was no fundamental difference between the expert committees 

and the study groups, and since a study of the figures shewed that the latter were 

growing sharply in number, it would be useful for them to be considered together. 

Administrative Services (Official Records No, 58, p.51) 

8ol«l External Relations and Technical Assistance 

Theie was no comment» 
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8Д.2 Public Information 

Mr, ZOHRAB, alternate to Dr. Turbott, said he wçuld welcome.sone information 

regarding the main trend and the results of the w,ork undertaken in public information. 

The Committee had heard at the third ¡meeting of the great interest shown in tedinicai 

circles in the Organization's publications and it would be .most interesting to learn 
. • . . . . 

of the impact on the general public. He particularly wished to know whether WHO 

nuudied a wide public through films. 

Mr. HANDLER, Director, Division of Public Information, emphasized the difficulty 

of estimating with any great degree of accuracy the results achieved by the work 

WHO carried out in the field of public information. Obviously the A m d s and per-

sonnel available for such work did not permit of more than modest results. However, 

the División had increased its activities within the funds available to it, although 

it had nob been possible to meet all the requests forthcoming. 

In the field of films, tho ilmds available made it impossible to envisage the 

direct production of WHO fibas. Consequently, efforts were concentrated on stiinu-

lating outside production, in particular by providing material in some cases• For 

example^ the British Broadcasting Corporation had the previous April presented a 

sixty-minute television production on World Health Day for which the Division of 

Public Information had furnished some material, and advice; naturally, the cost of such 

a production would have been morG than the budgetary provision for the entire Division. 

Since public information efforts wore being essentially dirocted towards stimu-

lating outside production in all media, the efficiency and the results achieved went 

beyond the information work which was being done by WHO. Nevertheless, h6 felt that 

WHO was becoming increasingly well known, although with the budgetary provision at its 

disposal the Division was unable to fulfil conçletoly the task for which it had been 

created. 
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The CHAIRMAN enqphasized that public information was a factor of the utmost import-

ance in the Organization's future• Speaking fi*ora his personal experience, he felt 

that the general public was almost entirely unaware of TlilHO's activities and there was 

indeed cause to wonder whether a larger portion of funds should not be devoted to 

public- information work» 

Professor FERREIRA agreed that unfortunately there seemed to exist a l a r ^ 

masure of ignorance as to the Organization's very existence• He welcomed aî r 

tendency to increase the funds available to the Organizatim. 
. i . 

8,2 Administration arid Finance 

Mr# FRENCH, adviser Dr. Hyde, speaking both on the Department of Administration 

and Finance and also more generally, wished to know what efforts were being made to 

ensure that the Technical Assistance programme was bearing its proper share of the 

general admiñistrative costs of projects. 

Mr» S I E Œ L recalled that the arrangements made for HSHO
1

 s participation in the 

United Nations Expanded Prograrmne of Technical Assistance were governed by the 

relevant resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly and of the Health Assembly» 

Under those agreernents^ the participating organizations had been requested to carry 

out their responsibilities wider the Expanded Prograimne with due attention to ensuring 

the maxiimm use of staff on their regular budgets; Technical Assistance funds were 

used to supplement those charges where required^ 

. i 
Every effort had been made to achieve an equitable balance in financing staff and 7

 . 

he believed that the system was working reasonably well. No perfect method of 

dividing administrative costs could be achieved without introducing a hi^ily elaborate 
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system of cost accountings He was familiar with the discussions "which had taken place 
• • . 

on the subject in the other international organizations and thou ¿it that the arrange*-

ments existing in "WHO were both realistic and adequate on the basis of the authorizing 

resolutions• 

He would call attention to the report submitted to the Ninth session of the United 

Nations General Assembly by the United Nations Advisory Committee on Administrative 

and Budgetary Questions in "which the Advisory Committee had róconmiencled that the 

participating organizatlcm謬 should give the greatestv^possibló extent of support to the 

Technical Assistance Programme and had expressed the view that that programme was 
:• • •、 

bearing too hi^i a proportion of administrative costs» 

Ihe Committee might consider it useful if he made a few general remarks on the 

relationship between the Department of Administration and Finance at Headquarters 

and the regional offices» As the Committee was aware, the Department assisted,the 

Director-General in carrying out his constitutional responsibility as chief adminis-

trative officer j governing procedures had been established by the Health Assembly in 

the Financial Regulations^ the Staff Regulations and it.s Rules of Procedure^ Further, 

agreements entered into between "WHO and the other international organizations introduced 

additional elements of work, much of -which -ms dealt with by the Department of 

Administration and Finance. 

The decentralization of the Organization had gone a long way and a considerable 

part of the administrative and financial work had also been decentralizedo At the 

same time, procedures had been established to enable information to be obtained in 

centralized form, information on the status of.the Oi^anination as a whole^ 
с 

with füll financial details, in order that the Director-General raidit be in a position 

to carry out his responsibility for supplying information to -the Executive Board and 

to the Health Assembly« 
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ШНе the activities of the Organization had greatly expanded since its inception 

and hew work had been undertaken in coxinexion with the Technical Assistance Programme 

and with UNICEF, such additional activities had been accompanied by a reduction in 

Headquarters staffsmade possible by improved procedures and increased staff efficiency 

Naturally, there was always room far in^rovement and suggestions for new methods for 

greater effectiveness were always welcome« Should the Committee so desire, he could 

supply detailed figure® of the volume of work dealt with and the ntmber of staff 

involved* 

The CHAIRMAN understood that there would be no need for such additional inforuw 

ation^ 

The meeting rose at $>5 
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DETAILED EXAMINATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DIRECTOR-GENERALï S PROPOSED PROGRAMME 
AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1956í Item 5 of the Agenda (Resolutions VfiiA7#37 and 
EB14.R23, Official Records No。 Document EB15/AF/WPA) (continued) 

Advisory Services (Official Records No« 58 p»35) (continued) 

5ъ-2 Organization of Public-Health Services 

Dr. MACKENZIE suggested that consideration of the first paragraph .on page 

36 (appointment of a dental-health officer) and the paragraphs relating to 

nutrition should be deferred until the Board had examined them. The former had 

been agreed in principle at the thirteenth session of the Board and approved by 

the World Health Assembly. The Director-General would presumably wish to submit 

his proposal to the Board before it was discussed by the Standing Committee• 

Decisions Lr. Ifeckenzie
1

 s suggestion was adopted• 

5。3 Environmental Sanitation 

Dr. van Zile HYDE, Chairman of the Executive Board, asked for further inform-

ation about the proposed study group for the collation of information on the 

relationship of housing to health» 

SUTTER, Assistant Director-General, Department of Advisory Services, said 

that the problem of adequate housing was an urgent one in almost all regions of the 

world, and Ш0 was continually being asked for guidance and information on the 

relationship of housing to healths However
}
 there was no single readily available 

source from "which such information ccmld be obtained, and it was therefore proposed 
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that a study group of eight experts from various geographical areas should collate 

the results of current studies, stimulate research, and furnish the Director-

General with technical guidance « 

Dr# van Zile HYDE asked what the difference was between a study group and 

an expert committee« 

Dr. SUTTER said that the difference was mainly procedural» The purpose of 

both was to provide "WHO with expert advice, but the machinery for using expert 

committees was more formal and somewhat more conçlicated. The experts had to be 

drawn from a panel, and if their reports contained recommendations those had to 

be examined by the Executive Board» Study groups were a useful raeditim for explor-

atory discussion and preliminary work before the more formal treatrent of a subject 

by an expert committee • 

Dr. van Zile HYDE pointed out that the use of expert committees had been care-

fully thought out and planned some years ago. A tendency appeared to have developed 

now to avoid using that machinery and he believed that the moment had come to consider 

•whether the machinery required modification or urtiether it should be used more exactly 

as it had been planned• He was aware that it was necessary sometimes to assemble 

a group of experts quickly (as had been the case recently in connexion with the 

peaceful uses of atomic energy). Nevertheless he would point out that in the past the 

first few meetings of expert coraraittees had been largely exploratory^ 

The DIRECTOR-ŒNERAL said that Dr. Hyde • had raised a very inçortant point• 

ïhese consultative groups had been used to advise the Dire с tor-General on programme 

problems • Such informal discussions with a ffew consultants were not quite the same 

as the formal proceedings of an expert committee • 
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Dr» van Zile HYDE recognized the need for such informal .meetings, but suggested 

that the Director-General m i ^ t submit a proposal to the Board defining that need 

and indicating the general rules for convening and conducting such mee tings • 

Mr» BOUCHER，alternate to Dr о Mackenzie, asked "whether housing was an approp-* 

riate item for which to allocate funds at the present stage
0
 The important 

relationship between housing and health was obvious to everyone, but it was a vast 

and complicated subject and as a layman he wondered whether any useful purpose would 

be served by WHO
r

s devoting a relatively sraall sum to studying it« 

Mr# STONE, adviser to Dr « Moore
 y
 associated himself with Mr« Boucher

1

 s remarks с 

Dr# MACKENZIE, illustrating the complexity of the question of housing in 

relation to health, recalled that before the War two medical officers in the Health 

Section of the League of Nations had spent no less than f ive years co l lec t ing 

material* He wondered what serious contribution to the study of the problem could 

be achieved by the expenditure of ^>800о 

Dr# SUTTER said that the Secretariat was aware of the scale of the problem and 

its difficultyо Nevertheless， the First World Health Assembly had agreed to 

continue collaborating with various organs of the United Nations on questions relate 

ing to the hygiene of housing (Officiaj. Records No。13, po32i) and the Executive 

Board had authorized the establishment of a omall panel of expert correspondents in 

the hygiene of housing (Official Records No
0
 14， p

9
20)

c 

Dr# MACKENZIE pointed out that the Executive Board
1

 s resolution had authorized 

the establishment of a panel of experts to "give advice on "WHO participation in the 

United Nations programme on housing and tomi and country planning" which was not 
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quite the same as the proposal to convene a study group to collate the results of 

current studies on the relationship of housing to healthy and to provide technical 

guidance to the Organization* 

He reiterated his fear that it would be damaging to the Organization if it were 

кпотш that it was devoting an insigiificant sum to so inçiortant a problem^ He 

therefore felt that, unless an effective appropriation could be made, the item 

should be deleted from the budgets 

îhe DIRECTOR-ŒNERAL stated that WHO had never been in a position to respond to 

the frequent requests for assistance on health problems in relation to housing made by 

regional economic commissions of the United Nations such as ECAFE, He was well aware 

that the whole problem could not be solved by. -tha .ax^ndi tur ̂  of |4^800j ne ver the less ̂ 

a start could be nade on assembling information. Dr# Mackenzie^ stetamfint about the 

inadequacy of the appropriation would be equally valid for other items, but it should 

be remembered that the expenditure of small sums sometimes produced significant resuits^ 

and achievements in various projects should not be assessed solely in terms of the 

money budgeted. 

Professor FERREIRA agreed with the Dire с tor - General。 The figures for study-

groups given on page 47 showed that the Organization's efforts to carry out its tasks . 

under the Constitution were in their preliminary stages• The' Organization "was a new 

one and with its pre sent resources it could not do more. But with regard to housing 

it was necessary at least to be in a position to collect information on what was being 

done throughout the world, and particularly in tropical countries, so that YfliO would 

not have to refuse requests for such information» 
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Mr, BOUCHER said that despite the preceding remarks his doubts about the item 

under discussion persisted. He appreciated the force of "the argument that Щ0 must 

be in a position to give advice^ but surely it had on its staff both at headquarters 

and in the regional offices public-health officers of a hi^i quality тлйю should> 

from their professional experience^ be able to tender advice on housing. If inform-» 

ation on recogiizing housing standards "was required it could be obtained by corres-

pondence^ 

He still remained to be convinced of the need for a study group on the subject 

and was unable to see "rtiat it could achieve
0
 Ihe dissipation of resources over a 

number of such small enterprises might add up to a 寸ery considerable sum. 

Decision: The proposal to recommend the deletion of the item relating to 
a study group on housing was adopted by 4 votes to 

The CHAIRMAN referring to sub-paragraph (d) under Consultants on page 37, 

concerning the proposal to appoint a consultant to assist in the preparation of guides 

and manuals on food-handling sanitation adapted particularly to conditions in under-

developed countries j said that the subject was a circumscribed one and. had been well 

studied in most countries.. Popular and technical manualà' on the subject were 

numerous and it would be a sinple matter to assemble the available material and to 

devise a general manual for use in under-developed, countries» He doubted, therefore
 y 

whether a consultant was in fact needed。 

Dr» MACKENZIE endorsed the Chairnan
1

 s remarks and considered that the item 

might be omitted from the budget» 
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Dr» BAITY, Director, Division of Environmental Sanitation^ said that during his 

three-year s» service with Y®0 he had concluded that work on environmental sanitation 

in underdeveloped countries required first and foremost the application of existing 

knowledge。 At the present moment science far outran application® Much could be 

accomplished by issuing a series of simple manuals dealing in a practical way with 

such problems as food-handling sanitation’ It -was therefore planned that the 

Expert Committee on Environmental Sanitation should in 1955 devote itself to that 

problem and that a manual should be prepared in 1956 on the basis of its recommend-

ationst The services of a consultant with specialized knowledge would, therefore, 

be required. 

The CHAIRMAN said that he had not expressed doubts about the value of such work 

but only about the proposed method* He believed that enough material already existed 

and could be easily adapted to the needs of Individual countries by the departments 

dealing with health eductioru 

Dr
e
 BAITY pointed out that the administrative machinery for ensuring the observe 

ance of elementary rules in the handling of food was frequently defective® Many-

countries confined themselves to laboratory examination and practical control was 

quite ineffective» It was necessary^ therefore, to induce public-health authorities 

to take actiono The "whole problem involved numerous other aspects over and above 

the purely educational one。 

Br. MACKENZIE said that he m s not clear about the purpose of the manuals« At 

first it seemed they were to be designed for under-developed countries then it had 
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been argued that they were needed by food inspectors. He still remained to be 

convinced of the need to appoint a consultant when it was only a question of collating 

existing material» 

Dr» BAITÏ pointed out the need for doing something in countries "where food 

hygiene was unknown^ The manuals mnet n3)t only contain elementary biological facts 

but must also indicate the kind of administrative measures necessary to ensure food 

sanitation under primitive conditions. 

Dr# BOIDE said that if the problem was mainly an administrative one the most 

effective and sinple way o£ tackling it would be to ask regional offices to prepare 

directives for each country in their region. 

Decision! It was agreed, by 5 votes to with 1 abstention, to recommend 
the deletion of the provision for a consultant to assist with the preparation 
of manuals on food-handling sanitation, and the adoption of the procedure 
advocated by Dr» Boidé• 

Шгь STONE referring to the proposal to convene a study group to report on all 

aspects of the toxicity to man of pesticides, asked iwhether information on the subject 

was available throu^i national governmental or private research establishments, 

and if so, whether there was any need for ТОЮ to carry out such studies» 

Professor FERREIRA said that the Division of Environmental Sanitation 

(consisting of the seven staff members listed on page 44, "vrtio were tc be increased 

to 10 in 1956) had a vast range of responsibilities. A little over $77,000 had been 

allotted for its work, the iuçartance of which> particularly to under-developed 

countries, had been enphasized by the World Health Assembly and the Board, It had 

already been decided to recommend a cut in the funds far work on environmental sanit-

ation, and he appealed to members of the Coiranittee not to pare down the programme further • 
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Dr» BOIDE considered that it would be regrettable if ТШ0 were not to concern 
« 1 

itself with the very topical problem of pesticides» Its repercussions on public 

health were such that a study must be undertaken，perhaps in conjunoibion with FAO參 

He would therefore support the view of Professor Ferreira, whose 'apprehensions mi^it 

perhaps be somewhat allayed if he were to refer to the financial provision of 

$4,200 for the study on the toxicity of pesticides indicated on page 47• 

MACKENZIE wondered "whether it might not be premature to set up a study group 

on the subject within an international organization in view of the intensive and 

still very incomplete research being conducted in various countries» It was 

generally agreed that such research was better done at the national levels 

Dr
0
 SUTTER said that on the instructions of the Fourth World Health Assembly an 

expert report on the toxic hazards of certain pesticides to man had been prepared and 

had been published in the Monograph Series (No» 16)» That study had met an urgent need 

and had revealed that health problems associated with the manufacture and use of 

pesticides required further research» The rapid development and increased use of 

those new products, and more particularly of organic phosphorous confounds, would 

require continuous study. Both the Food and Agriculture Organization and the 

Internaticaial Labour Organisation had been invited to collaborate in the work of the 

proposed study group, which would take at least a.year to complete» 

Professor FERREIRA asked "whether Dr<> Mackenzie had in effect proposed that action 

on the matter be deferred and the appropriation not recommended, 

Dr, ANWAR wished to know whether it "was Dr
t
 Ifeckenzie ̂ s intention that the 

appropriation be transferred to the budget for the following year. 
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The СНАШШШ understood Dr. Mackenzie to have suggested that the Committee 

recommend the deletion of the item from the 1956 bud get a 

Dr о ANWAR said that he was in favour of continuing the work on the toxicity 

of pesticides since it had already been beguru • 

The DIRECTORr,GENERAL, after drawing the attention of the Committee to the 

provisions of resolutions TiHA4^31> EB8^R52 and EBlloR21 endorsed Dr. Anwar
1

 s 

remarks• He.believed that developments in pesticides during recent years justified 

the calling of a study group in 1956 to bring existing knowledge up to date and to 

provide an opportunity for the exchange of information^ 

Dr о MACKENZIE said that if the Director-Gen eral considered that useful infornir-

ation could be assembled by 1956 he would withdraw his objection to the item» 

Dr» BOIDÉ believed that the proposal for an Expert Committee on Milk Hygiene 

presented a close analogy with the item on which the Committee had just taken a 

decision^ The existing position in réspect of milk hygiene called for essentially 

practical measures to apply knowledge already available and he could not see that 

there was any need to шке special provision for an expert committee on the subject. 

Dr. MACKENZIE supported the remarks made by the previous speaker» 

The DIRECTOR-QENERAL said that it was unfortunately an incorrect assunption that 

adequate knowledge on a question such as milk hygiene was in fact available in all 

regions、 the existence of such knowledge coulü not be taken for granted in all cases. 

Indeed, one of the Organization's most important functions was to promote the free 
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flow of technical informtion• Since elementary milk hygiene was not always ensured 

even in highly developed countries, it was all the more essential that under-rdeveloped 

countries should be given every assistance in that field, 

Dr, Ab-WAHBI explained that he had voted in favour of deletion of the provision 

for a consultant to assist with the preparation of manuals on food-handling sanitat-

ion on the understanding that the regional committees would be requested to include 

such work in their activities. Did he understand that the necessary funds for 

work of that type would be transferred to the budgets for the regions? In passing, 

he would emphasize the view that the regional offices were particularly well suited 

to undertake that task since methods of food-handling sanitation "would naturally 

vary with the differences in the staple foods of the various countries» 

He believed, hcmevev, that those members тйю were in favour of deleting the 

provision for an Expert Conmiittee on Milk Hygiene would readily agree that the matter 

•was of great inportance in principle since it was imperative in many countries to lay 

stress on the interest shoiwn by 1Ш0 in that particular subjects The advantage of 

the savings which would re suit fïom deleting the item would be more than offset by 

the failure to provide a stimulus to national public-health services in respect of 

the need for milk hygiene • 

Dr. îi^CKENZIE withdrew his support of the proposal to delete provision for an 

Expert Committee on Milk Hygiene in view of the previous speaker ' s reference to the 

inrportance of maintaining that item. 

He wished to make it clear that, on the previous item under discussion, he 

had been opposed to the appropriation of funds for the appointment of a hi^i—grade 
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consultant since that had appeared mnecessary in the circumstances. To set aside 

the funds for such work by the regions would be an entirely separate question to 

be decided by the Committee• 

Dr* B0ÍDÉ said he would not press his proposal in view of Dr. Al-Wahbi's 

statement. 

5.4 Education and Training, Services 

• • 

Dr4 A M â R , speaking on the general question of education, vdbIconsd the 

reference made in the Director General
1

s Introduction to the proposed programme and 

budget estimates to the preliminary survey of medical education requirements in 

South-East Asia which had been developed during 1954. He commended the headquarters 

staff on having issued that study "vrtiich he was sure would be of great value in the 

establishing and reviewing of medical education programmes. 

Professor FERREIRA called attention to the unfortunate situation existing in 

respect of the teaching of preventive medicine in a great many medical schools 

where the number of subjects in the curriculum, particularly towards the end of the 

course, meant that not епоиф time was set aside for the hi由ly important subject of 

preventive medicine. The position was the more paradoxical since the great iiiport-

ance of social medicine was coming to be appreciated to an ever increasing extent* 

Accordingly, he expressed his support of the proposal to appoint a consultant to 

study the effect of teaching programmes in preventive medicine on medical practice 

and social conditions. 
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Dr. van Zile HYDE, referring to the proposal to continue the grant to the 

Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences, pointed to the need for 

having available details both of the Council^ current financial position and on 

its long-term expectations• He recalled that the initial support granted to that 

body had been given on the understanding that it would eventually become financially 

independent • 

Dr# DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, explained that information of that type 

had just been received from the Council for International Organizations of Medical 

Sciences and that the question of the co-operation between Щ0 and that body could 

be included in the supplementary agenda of the forthcoming session of the Executive 

Board if the Chairman of the Board agreed. He suggested accordingly that discussion 

of the financial considerations involved mi^it be postponed until the Board had 

discussed the substance of the matter• 

Dr
P
 van Zile HYDE believed that the procedure would be acceptable• 

5,5 Reports and Analysis 

Dr# BOIDÉ said he would welcome further information on the situation in respect 

of evaluating projects; he wondered whether the financing of such work could not 

be. undertaken jointly by Щ0 and the Technical Assistance programme• 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-咖ERAL noted that the question of programme evaluation and 

analysis was part of the general question of organizational studies "which had been a 

subject for special study by the Executive Board and which appeared as item 8#13 of 
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the agenda of its forthcoming session. 7Ш0 had participated actively in the work 

undertaken by the Technical Assistance Doard in evaluating programmée, to which 

协e previous speaker had referred. Technical Assistance would be discussed as a 

whole in the Executive Board unless Dr. Boidé wished to raise any specific budgetary 

point at the present stage« 

Dr. BOIDÉ was sai is fis d with that explanation» 

5.6 Supply 

Dr. van Zile HYDE believed it would be desirable for further information to be 

given in respect of the service charge made on purchase orders when supplies were 

purchased for governments» It would in his view be proper for the Standing Committee 

at a later session to examine more fully whether the policy adopted by the Organization 
* 觚 

in that respect was a sound one and whether the figure of 3 per cent_ constituted 

an accurate service charge. 

• Mr. SIECEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and Finance^ 

explained that revenue from the 3 per cent# service charge on governmental purchase 

orders was taken into casual income• He called attention to the fact that the two 

posts provided for to take care of supply services to governments (Official Records 

No# 58j p«46) would only be filled when there was sufficient work to warrant it, 

which had not been the case for the past yaar# 

« 

He recalled that the Executive Board had taken a policy decision that services 

of that type should be rendered on the request of governments at a 3 per cent# service 

charge and had approved the filling of those posts should there be sufficient work 
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to warrant ite If the Commit tee so de s ire d^ his department would prepare a working 

paper giving the relevant factual data^ 

The CHAIRMAN believed that, in the absence of any specific request to that 

end, there would be no need for such a paperо 

Expert Committees and Conferences (Official Records No..58， p，49) 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL called attention to the fact that> in order to 

facilitate the presentation of the budget, the Committee on International Quarantine 

had been included under the title of Expert Connnittees although it clearly had a 

special status. 

Dr» van Zile HYDE wished to call the Committee
1

 s attention to the study groups 

listed under 5^9 Advisory Services ”Other Costs (Official Records No* 58, p»47)# 

Since in his view there "was no fundamental difference between the expert committees 

and the study groups
9
 and since a study of the figures showed that the latter were 

growing sharply in number, it would be useful for them to be considered together. 

Administrative Services (Official Records No„ 58， p.51) 

8 山 1 External Relations and Technical Assistance 

• , 

There was no commentо 
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8.1,2 Public Information 

• . 
Mr. ZOHRAB, alternate to Dr. Turbott^ said that he would welcome some information 

as to the main trend and results of the work undertaken In public information. The 

Committee had heard at the previous meeting of the great interest shown in technical 

circles in the Organization
1

 s publications and it would be most interesting to learn 

of the inpact on the general public. He particularly wished to knew vihether 1HO 

reached a wide public throu^i films. 

i 

Mr# HANDLER, Director
9
 Public Information, emphasized the difficulty of estiraat'-

ing with any great degree of accuracy the results achieved by the work undertaken by 

1H0 in the field of public information» Obviously the funds and personnel available 

for such work did not permit of more than modest results. However^ the Division had 

increased its activities within the finances available to it, although it had not 

been possible to meet all the requests forthcomings 

la the field of film, the funds available made it inç)Ossible to envisage the 

production of TOO films» Consequently^ efforts were concentrated on stimulating 

outside production, particularly in some cases by providing material. For exanple^ 

the British Broadcasting Corporation had the previous April presented a sixty-minute 

television production on World. Health Day for iwhich the Public Information Division 

had provided some material and advice; naturally, the cost of such a production would 

have been more than the budgetary provision for the entire Division. 

Since public information work "was being essentially directed towards stimulating 

outside production in all media, ita efficiency and the results achieved wsnt beyond the 

information work which coitLd not be done by ？ÍHOt Ne ver the le ss^ he felt that ТШО was 

becoming increasingly well known, although with the budgetary provisions at its disposal 

the Division -was unable to fulfil completely the task for urtiich it had been created « 
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The CHAIRMAN emphasized that public information was a factor of the utmost inç>ort-

anee in the Organization's future• Speaking from his personal experience, he felt 

that the general public was almost entirely unaware of TS/HO's activities and there was 

indeed cause to wonder whether a larger portion of funds should not be devoted to 

public- information work® 

Professor FERREIRA. agreed that unfortunately there seemed to exist a large 

measure of ignorance as to the Organization's very existence• He welcomed any 

tendency to increase the funds available to the Organization. 

. . • 

Ôo2 Admin is trat ion and Finance 

Mr® FRENCH, adviser to Dr« ]tyde
}
 speaking both on the Department of Administration 

and Finance and also more generally, wished to know what efforts were being made to 

ensure that the Technical Assistance prograrane was bearing its proper share of the 

general administrative costs of projectsо 

Mr。 SIEOEL recalled that the arrangements made for 7Ш0
!

s participation in the 

United Nations Expanded Prograrame of Technical Assistance were governed by the 

relevant resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly and of the Health Assembly» 

Under those agreements, the participating organizations had been requested to carry-

out their responsibilities under the Expanded:Programme with due attention to ensuring 

the maximum use of staff on their re guiar budgets; Technical Assistance funds were 

used to supplement those charges "where required. 

Every effort had been made to achieve an equitable balance in financing staff and 

he believed that the system "was working reasonably well# No perfect n^thod "of 

dividing adninistrative costs could be achieved without introducing a hi^ily elaborate 
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system of cost accounting. He was familiar with the discussions "which had taken place 

on the subject in the other international organizations and thou^t that the arrange-

ments existing in "WHO were both realistic and adequate on the basis of the authorizing 

resolutions» 

He would call attention to the report submitted to the last session of the United 

Nations General Assembly by the United Nations Advisory Committee on Administrative 

and Budgetary Questions in "which the Advisory Committee had recommended that the 

participating organizations should give the greatest possible extent of support to the 

Technical Assistance Programme and had expressed the view that that progranlme was 

bearing too h i ^ a proportion of administrative costs» 

The Committee might consider it useful if he made a few general remarks on the 

relationship between the Department of Administration and Finance at headquarters 

and the regional offices* As the Committee was aware, the Department assisted the 

Director-General in carrying out his Constitutional responsibility as chief adminis-

trative officerj governing procedures had been established by the Health Assembly in 

the Financial Regulations, the Staff Regulations and the Rules of Procedure, Further, 

agreements entered into between ТОЮ and the other international organizations introduced 

additional elements of work, much of -which was dealt with by the Department of 

Administration and Finance• 

The decentralization of the Organization had gone a long way arid a considerable 

part of the administrative and financial work had also been decentralized® At the 

same time, procedures had been established to enable information to be obtained in 

centralized form, information on the status of. tbe Or^anizatAоЦ) a^ c^U ^ 

with full financial details, in order that the Director-General m i ^ t be in a position 

to carry out his responsibility for supplying information to the Executive Board and 

to the Health Assembly« 
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HVhile the activities of the Organization had greatly expanded since its inception 

and hew work had been undertaken in connexion with the Technical Assistance Programme 

and with UNICEF, such additional activities had been acconpanied by a reduction in 

headquarters staff made possible by inproved procedures and increased staff efficiency 

Naturally, there was always room for iiîçroveraent and suggestions for new methods for 

greater effectiveness were always welcome• Should the Committee so desire, he could 

supply detailed figures of the volunie of work dealt with and the пглпЬег of staff 

involved• 

The CHâIRMA.N understood that there would be no need for such additional inform-

ation • 

The meeting rose at 5*5 


